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The Labor Department released its weekly report on new job claims Thursday morning at 8:30 p.m. ET. New Delhi [India], December 31 (ANI): The world governing body for motorsports president (FIA) Jean Todt on Thursday congratulated seven-time Formula One champion Lewis Hamilton to add another furore to his
illustrator hat as he was awarded a knighthood in the New Year's Honours list of the United Kingdom It was a perfect lockdown exercise, requiring very little space and only one part of the equipment court in Jordan on Thursday sentenced five national teacher syndicate leaders a year on recent protests demanding a pay
rise, a lawyer for the teachers said. Bassam Fraihat said the court also ordered that the syndicate be dissolved. The five were among 13 councillors of the Teachers Association who were detained last July after threatening to hold new protests over a long-running salary dispute. It wasn't too long ago that the giant procter
of consumer goods & Gamble (NYSE: PG) was considered down and out, struggling to turn its business around. The consumer staples area is not exactly known as the attractive sector in the market, but in 2020, companies that make things like toilet paper, cleaning products, and personal care items put in relatively
strong performance. Thank you novel coronavirus for that, because people spend more time at home and peak their cleaning regimens. Pro-choice activists celebrated on the streets on Wednesday when Argentina joined a handful of South American countries to legalize abortion, a landmark decision in a country where
the Catholic Church has long held. Senate President Cristina Kirchner confirmed the vote after more than twelve hours of debate that began Tuesday, sparking a juial scenes in the Buenos Aires capital. Safe, legal and independent abortion is legal ... Now we are a better society that improves women's rights and keeps
public health, President Alberto Fernandez, who sponsored the original bill, wrote on Twitter.Hundreds of thousands of illegal terminations carried out each year in Argentina with at least 3,000 women dead after backstreet abortion since the 1980s, said Fernandez, who was 3,000 women dead after backstreet abortion
since the 1980s, said Fernandez, who was Before the vote he said the legislation was necessary to enact legislation for everyone. After so many trials and years of struggle that burdened us blood and lives, today we finally made history, protester Sandra Lujan, a 41-year-old psychologist, said after the vote at pre-dawn
Wednesday. Today we leave better for our children and daughters. The bill in the country of 44 million managed despite strong opposition from Evangelical Christians and traditional Roman Catholics -- with Pope Francis tweeting his tacit disapproval of changes ahead of the vote. Human Rights Watch Americas director
Jose Miguel Vivanco resents the decision as historic, and hopes it will give enthusiasm government in the region to follow in the footsteps of one of Latin America's largest countries. Abortion criminals have failed. It's time to end it, his tweet. However the far-right leader from neighboring Brazil, Jair Bolsonaro, quickly
signaled his disillusion. I strongly regret the lives of Argentine children, now vulnerable cut from their mother's womb with state consent, tweeting the world's largest Catholic head of state, where abortion remains illegal. The new Argentine legislature will allow a voluntary termination of up to 14 weeks of pregnancy, and
has been approved 38 to 29 with one repeal. The vote overturned a similar in 2018 that -- though also passed the lower house -- eventually founded in the Senate by 38 votes to 31.Only Uruguay, Cuba and Guyana allowed a voluntary termination in South America, which has some of the most stringent abortion laws in
the world. In El Salvador, Honduras and Nicaragua, it is banned, and women can be sentenced to life in prison even for having miscarriages. In Argentina, terminations were previously allowed in just two circumstances: rape, and danger to the life of the mother.'Gift of life' the bill passed the House of Commons on
December 11.Francis, who is Argentina, did not comment directly on the vote but many felt he indirectly addressed the issue in a speech on Wednesday morning. Christians, as all believers, bless God for the gift of life. To live is above all he has received, he said in his last speech before the New Year. We are all born
because someone wants us to have a life. More than 60 percent of Argentisers call themselves Catholic, according to a 2019 survey by the National Council for Scientific and Technical Research (Conicet). Another Conicet poll this year found more than half of Argentine Catholics supported abortions only in limited
circumstances -- with around 22 percent supporting it, and about 17 percent pushing it in all cases. Pregnancy disorder is a tragedy. It suddenly ended another developing life, said Ines Blas, a senator from the ruling coalition. However, Senator Silvina Garcia Larraburu, from the same coalition, said she would vote for the
bill this time despite opposing it in 2018.' Centuries of regression' Despite measures to prevent the contagion of the coronavirus pandemic, thousands of pro-choice and anti-abortion protesters have gathered outside parliament ahead of the vote, following a debate on the giant screen. Pro-choice activists have been
campaigning for years to change abortion laws that dated from 1921, adopting a scarf as their symbol. The anti-abortion activist, who recently began wearing a light blue scarf, gave birth to sadness after the draw passed. The evangelical church issued a statement that called it a sad day. Today Argentina regresses
centuries in terms of civilisation and respect the highest right to live, the coalition said. Social law changes have always slowed in Argentina: divorce was confirmed only in 1987, sex education introduced in 2006, gay marriage passed in 2010 and gender identity laws passed in 2012. (AFP) Body camera footage of
officers to be released on ThursdayTom Peck began writing about politics in November 2015, just three months before the EU referendum was announced, and while there were many rounds and turns, what really stood out was the number of interesting lies that have been told, the real consequences that we will find
barBrewDog, along with the rest of the hospitality sector, are closed across the UK Dublin, Dec 31, 2020 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Small Satellite Technology Report Driving the Middle East Space Market, 2020 has been added to ResearchAndMarkets.com's offering. The research covers technological trends, market
trends, growth opportunities, growth drivers, and growth restrictions for the space market. The Middle East space market covers the upstream services market, downstream services market, satellite services, and launch services in detail. It also covers the space policy of each of these countries and their developments.
The objective of the space law is to support the space company to develop new launches and satellite services. Future space missions are being developed and those missions are likely to use small satellite systems. Small satellite technology has more opportunities in the space market to develop new earth
observations and communications satellites. Advanced imaging payloads are used in earth-observation satellites to help provide services at low cost. New satellite developments that use small satellite technology are booming that will reduce the cost of satellite missions. The adoption of new technologies will bring new
opportunities and new competition in the space market. More private and government companies are working with research universities to grow innovation in space (launching more new satellites in space), leading to growth and development in the space market. Key trends that will help in future space developments
include: The development of new technologies in the design and manufacture of small satellite systems such as microsatellite, nanosatellite, and cube of satellite systemsImproving ground operations for mobile satellite communications, high-speed internet, and broadband serviceIncreasing investments for suborbital
flights and space tourism business Ivolulution small satellite systems, capable of delivering high-resolution images with low-cost investmentsIncreased use of small satellite systems in earth and communications satellites use Ku-band satellites that assist in providing low-cost services to small satellites to allow large large
satellites military satellites used as spies for monitoring borders; higher military threats for Israel; the government's plan to begin investing in space programs to develop more new military satellites and missilesImproving military satellite capacity to monitor borders in real-timeIncreasing government involvement in
spaceGovernment program support for research universities by providing funds to develop new satellite launches and serviceSpace exploration missions as long-term drivers for space programs The UAE, Saudi Arabia, and Iran are focused on investing more in space exploration missions to Mars and The Moon and
ScopeUpstream Research tourism business space: Launching Launch operations Development launch vehicles (LV), space-cube satellite launch serviceHumanellite, small satelliteResearch and development-Space Exploration and Tourism Space Downstream: EarthGround observation of new service systems,
communications services, connection servicesSatellite network-operator satellite services, earth observation and remote sensing services, communications services, sitcom, and geographical scope broadcasting services: Middle East Arab Emirates (UAE), Saudi Arabia, Iran, Israel, and Qatar Company Mention al Yah
Satellite Communications (YAHSAT)ArabsatEs' hailSatQSATSAman Satellite Communications Satellite CommunicationsSSCGThuraya For more information on visits to this report Research and Markets also offers Customs Research services that provide focused, comprehensive and customized research. CONTACT:
ResearchAndMarkets.com Laura Wood, Senior Press Manager press@researchandmarkets.com For E.S.T Office Hours Call 1-917-300-0470 For U.S. Toll Free Calls/CAN 1-800-526-8630 For GMT Call +1-800 Office Hours353-1-416-8900 Boss Wolves voiced after his side's match against Burnley.Kolasinac on the
verge of Schalke's loan as Arteta targeted Arsenal's office clearoutThe representative of USTrade (USTR) said it was adding aircraft components such as fuselage and wings, and wine and brands from France and Germany into the list of goods subject to tariffs, responding to what it said was an unfair EU retaliation. The
new tariff is part of a 16-year transatlantic battle over aircraft subsidies that both U.S. and European negotiators recently spoke about ending. They will apply from Jan 12, eight days before Biden replaces Trump as US president. The new 'sledgehammer' tariff is already covered by US tariffs, but the addition of
components is closing loophole that has allowed Airbus aircraft to rally in Mobile, Alabama, for sale in the free U.S. Best. As a result, the aircraft may not be involved in the U.S. market Nor, some of the alcohol from the countries that produce Airbus - France, Germany, Spain and Britain - is already down to fares, and and
varieties have now been added. The French wine exporting federation called it a sledgehammer blow. The United States is the largest market for the spirit of Europe. Stockbroker Jefferies estimates a 6% hit for Remy Cointreau's profits, but less than 1% for Campari, Diageo and Pernod Ricard.Remy Cointreau and
LVMH, which makes the world's best-selling cognac, Hennessy, have no immediate comment. Pernod Ricard slumped to comment.EU and BidenThe European Union would seek a swift resolution of the 16-year battle over aircraft subsidies with the US president, Joe Biden, saying that the US new tariff had damaged
talks with the Trump administration. The commission, which coordinates trade policy for the European Union of 27 countries, said on Thursday that US action had unilateatera disrupted ongoing negotiations on their respective state subsidies for European Airbus aircraft and its rival Boeing. The EU will engage with the
new U.S. administration at the earliest moment to continue these negotiations and find a solution capable of the dispute, he said in a statement. The U.S. Office of Trade Representatives (USTR) said on Wednesday it added components of aircraft such as fuselage and wings, and wine and brands from France and
Germany to the list of goods subject to tariffs, responding to what it said were unfair EU retaliation. Both Washington and Brussels have won cases at the World Trade Organization, which was previously allowed to impose tariffs on $7.5 billion worth of EU goods and last additional duties on $4 billion in imports from the
United States.The USTR said EU tariffs, imposed 2020.In in November, were distorted by based on trade depressed by the pandemic , Airbus said Europe should respond accordingly. Britain and Spain are confined to additional tariffs. Britain said its decision to suspend counter-tariffs against the United States began
Jan 1, part of a newly discovered freedom outside the EU, already paying off. However, existing tariffs on some British goods such as Scottish whisky still exist. Australia has seen in the New Year with a stunning fireworks display over Sydney that has been showcased to millions around the world. Residents are only
allowed into Sydney city centre if they have a restaurant reservation or are one of five apartment guests inside the city. The southern Pacific island nation of Samoa was the first to mark the new year at 10am GMT, followed by New Zealand at 11am GMT. Britain and Ghana almost announced on post-Brexit trade but an
agreement will not fall into place in time to block the trading period on default terms, a source close to the negotiations said on Thursday. The deal, once active, will mimic trading terms previously benefited from being a member of the European Union. EU trade rules will be cleared to apply to Britain starting Jan 1 when it
completes out of the bloc.' Doctors are foreigners who can try anything and everything,'' said Chinese Super League champions Actor Shanghai SIPG has announced the departure of head coach Vitor Pereira, two years after the Portuguese brought the club to their first title and so far only the league. Pereira took over
at the start of 2018 from Andre Villas Boas and clinched the title in his first season, breaking Guangzhou Evergrande's seven-year hold on China's Super League trophy. Yet the failure to defend the crown in 2019, when SIPG ranked third, and the club's quarter-final exit from the Asian Champions League that season
saw increased pressure on the former Porto coach. WarnerMedia confirmed earlier this month that its investigation into the making of justice League 2017 has come to EndFormula 1 drivers giving everything to finish as high as they can in the official world championship rankings, but there is one point of schedule they
prefer not to topPolice and federal authorities are investigating after an employee at wisconsin health system admitted to deliberately damaging Aurora Medical Center first reported that the dosage had been damaged on Saturday, saying they had accidentally dropped out overnight by an employee at Aurora Medical
Center in Grafton. Grafton.
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